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‘My Room is a strange Loop’  
Intimate connections through architectural exchange. 
  
proposal - summary 
 
Everyone realizes that history is making huge demands on us right now. Today we live in a world that demands change in many 
ways. With our project "my room is a strange loop" we want to create a space where we can talk about who we are, where we 
belong and how we live. How can we do that better than by showing our own rooms together? 
 
We are both architects/artists: Romina Cristi (Chile) currently lives in the Netherlands and Elisabeth Elegeert lives and works in 
Belgium. We met though Arts Territory Exchange, an art organisation from the UK, working on the theme of territory, 
remoteness and refocussing on democratic desires.  
 
We set up our project in the time of the Covid19 period, when we talked online during weeks with each other about intimacy and 
architecture. We emailed photos of our rooms to each other and sent all sorts by post. 
At this moment, we want to expand our exploration with other people. By entering into a dialogue about our most personal 
rooms, we want to highlight diversity and similarity. Together with the participants, we aim to explore the signals that people 
worldwide leave on their walls and in their rooms.  
At the end, we will offer the participants a ‘POE’ (a poetic micro-intervention 3D paperwork / tekst) as a graft from one room to 
another. Which will be compiled later in a catalog and exhibited.  
We will also send this POE to the participant by post, as an inoculation of equality in diversity. 
 
our objectives 
1) Set up a series of ‘room-talks’, conversations with participants around the world, as a virtual visit in their most personal rooms 
(where they now live or have lived), and the loop of walls that surround them. The subjects consciousness. 
 
2) Working out a POE for every room we are invited to.  
No ‘Post Occupancy Evaluation’ as used after construction, but a ‘Poetic Occupancy Exploration’, a micro intervention that we 
add to the room of each participant. The language we use is paperwork in 2D that is unfolded into 3D in combination with text.  
The idea is that we leave marks of these conversations about architecture and diversity, even though we have never been 
physically in these rooms. We all leave traces by what we say or do. 
The POE of each one room will be send by post to each participant. 
 
3) Making a catalogue of our project as an inner visit, and a printed travelbook about rooms and walls, similarity and diversity.  
The recordings and images can be shared on an online platform. 
 
methodology 
The title of our project was inspired by 'I am a strange loop' by Douglas Hofstadter,professor of cognitive science, 
mathematician and philosopher. He describes how we leave particles of ourselves everywhere, and advocates the idea that 
every human "I" is divided over countless brains, rather than being confined to one person. 
 
Based on Hofstadter’s explorations we analyzed our own rooms in Chile and Belgium. 
We came to the conclusion that each of our walls has three layers: 

- layer #1: the layer of construction: brick, concrete, plaster. The body, skeleton of the room. The rational layer. 
- layer #2: the layer of acquaintances, things we once bought in Belgium or Chile. Random things picked up at a certain 

time in a certain place. 
- layer #3: the layer of recuerdos, the layer of intimiteit: contains our narratives, images of stories we tell ourselves, old 

memories we can’t forget.. 
It is the third layer that inspires us to talk to residents from all over the world. Because it is with emotional building materials that 
we strengthen the walls around ourselves. Visible and untouchable. Invisible but tangible. 
 
We created an online platform with more details about walls, layers and loops. 
(https://myroomisastrangeloop.wordpress.com/2020/06/08/example-post/ ). 
You will find exemples on the website about the teenage-room in Chile from Romina and the writing-room in Belgium from 
Elisabeth. In this way we plan to create a catalog of ‘rooms’ where the emotional dimension of dwelling is the protagonist.  
 
geographic focus 
By creating a space that invites people from diverse countries worldwide, we are convinced that as architects we can help build 
a world that embraces diversity, where communities are based on values such as awareness, respect, empathy and solidarity.  
 
target group 
We aim to expand our project reaching participants of all walks in life. Romina is Chilean and 33 years old, Elisabeth is Belgian 
and 63 years old. We have a target group without limits, not in age, not in race, not in situation nor location. We embrace a 
boundless diversity in every aspect of life.  
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